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Sprint competitions in a town can be a nightmare for the organizer

Traffic

Runners crossing forbidden areas; private properties, flower beds etc.

Sabotage made by ”civilians”

Control guards are needed and also a good comunication
with local authorities!!



Limited areas for sprint competitions: ind qual, 
ind final and sprint relay



Separated area for sprint qual



Sprint qual: Don´t make the courses to complicated

Reduce the risk for protests while the time for preparation between
qual and final is short, just a few hours



Forbidden and closed passage

Better using a taped area than just a small fence

Good visibility for the runners



Several hundreds of meters taped around flower beds in the park

Kindergarten area opened up



Ind sprint final area separated from sprint qual area…. 



…but not completely from the sprint relay area.

This isn´t optimal and sets requirements
on the courses. 

However, we had the expected best
team as world champions.



Be careful about what´s written in bulletins and other documents

All coaches and athletes are working hard to find out everything
about maps and courses (technical doping☺)

In Venice (Italy 2014) had the Dainish team found out most of the courses before start
(Lars Lindström, coach)

Danish gold medal in both M and W

In Strömstad 2016 the winner Jerker Lysell had no clue that the park even excisted
where we had the start point

Orienteering is self chosen route choice in unknown terrain



Distance from quarantine to start point

1300  m gives several options where the start is situated

Using the distance 900 m it could have been possible to find out where the start point is





Also a very easy control can make difference

Former world sprint champion lost 5 sec on C1

Stay cool, calm and collected from the first step



Don´t be afraid of setting longer legs also on sprint.



Second lap after arena passage



Sprint relay, first leg without forking

Everybody expected forking



Two different private areas opened up after agreement with the owners



Temporary stairway was built Friday afternoon after the town became closed for 
the competitors in order to get new route choices



The situation before WOC and today



Two other areas opened up, mostly for the sprint relay



Private property visible on the map during ind sprint final

Find some private areas where you are allowed to use for the courses



The same area during the sprint relay



The mapper used sidewalks from an early stage of the mapping, but they were removed after
several discussions. The advisors and the WOC-organisation took that decision.



Sprint map without sidewalks

Much better legability for the athletes

The estonians also removed the sidewalks



A new bridge was also planned over the small river, to be placed there when
the athletes where in quarantine

A dangerous projekt that needed to be tested careful weeks before

Bridge



Everything wasn´t perfect so this could have been done better!

The passage is too narrow and almost impossible to see in running speed



Same passage with much better legabilty



Car park 2009, showing how the area was mapped for Swedish champs same year

Unfortunately it doesn´t show the passability



This is how we changed the map before WOC

Passability in all means are the most important on a sprint map!!



We had a long way of discussions before the best area was chosen

Middle distance



All controls M and W 



”You never have chance to set the worlds best courses on a WOC” ☺



We had a longer leg planned between C9 and C10, but it to be shortened
because of…….



…. a difficult landowner

Also in Tartu 2017 they had problems on the sprint with a private landowner



Tough and technical terrain in the beginning and…….



…..rough and easier in the end

Terrain on WOC doesn´t need to be nice all the way to the finish 

Mens middle distance was settled between control 21 and 22 when
Mattias Kyburz used a better choice



Anne Marie
Hausken- Nordberg
spent about 25-30 sec
before leaving control 1

Yellow probably best 
route choice

About 2 km 
between
yellow and 
red

Leg 2 long distance WOC 2016, 3,4 km



…but also here is yellow a
very good choice but few

used it. 

It´s well known that many
are running strait ahead…

Yellow includes a forest
road 1 km and flat 
topographi closer to
control 5, no climbing as 
the other route choices.



Butterfly M, long distance





More controls than usual due to TV broadcasting

A chain including 3 controls is needed
for TV



Following is a course setters dream!

The battle between Finland and Denmark for the silver medal



Maja Alm of Denmark discovered the little footbridge but she was almost the only one.

None among men 
saw this route choice



There was a swoosh heard among the audience when this was shown on the big screen



Sprint relay WOC 2016, W leg 1 and 4  



Sprint relay WOC 2016, M leg 2 and 3



Relay WOC 2016, W leg 1 and 2



Relay WOC 2016, W leg 3. No forking last lap



Relay WOC 2016, M leg 1 and 2.



Relay WOC 2016, M leg 3. No forking last lap.


